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1. INTRODUCTION

1.l.Definition of the Construction Sector

The construction sector is comprised of the companies that are involved in any step of the process
of building structures, dwellings, installing infrastructure and manufacturing construction
materials. This includes following:

* Construction Materials consist of those establishments engaged in manufacturing
materials used in construction including concrete products and gypsum, cement,
structural clay products, glass and other products from materials taken principally from
the earth (i.e. stone, sand and gravel)

* Building Construction consists of general contractors primarily engaged in the
construction of residential, farm, industrial, commercial and other building. General
building contractors who combine a special trade with contracting are included in this
major group.

* Heavy Construction consists of general contractors primarily engaged in heavy
construction other than building, such as highways, streets, bridges, sewers, railroads,
irrigation projects, flood control projects and marine construction.

* Special Trade Contractors consist of special trade contractors who undertake activities
such as painting, electrical work, carpentry work, plumbing, heating, air-conditioning,
roofing and sheet metal work. They may work on sub-contract from the general
contractors, performing only part of the work covered by the contract, or they may work
directly for the owner.

For the purposes of these analyses and references, the first two groups have been targeted in the
study, and in the succeeding text it will be treated as:

* Building Material Producers (Producers)
* Building Construction Contractors (Contractors)

1.2. General issues on Construction Sector in the country

The construction sector in Albania is represented by 2,051 companies - which represent 3% of
total Albanian companies. From the total number of the construction companies, 92% are legal
entities and 8% natural persons. Around 40% of the construction companies are concentrated in
Tirana region.

During the period 1990-2000, the construction industry in Albania has been the most profitable
business sector. It is estimated that profitability increased 150-300%. This industry contributes up
to 16% to the total GDP of the country estimated in 2000.

The reasons that construction sector experienced rapid development were:
* High demand for housing after 1990.
* Land reform and restitution of the land to individual owners.
* Internal migration of the population from rural areas to urban ones.
* Funding from the domestic projects and foreign assistance in housing, infrastructure, and

rehabilitation of water supply and agriculture irrigation systems.
* Remittances received from the Albanian emigrants abroad.
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* Use of domestic raw material resources for this industry.

The construction sector developed rapidly with domestic and foreign financing. During 1990-
2001 the largest portion of funds were provided by EU, Government of Albania, Albanian
Development Fund with external financing of a portion of the projects. Foreign donors were
concentrated mainly in the rehabilitation of the urban and rural roads. Soros Foundation
supported AEDP-Albanian Education Development Project for the reconstruction and renovation
of the schools and kindergartens. Some other donor projects have been financed by CECI,
UNOPS, USAID, GTZ, CIDA, World Bank.
However, the largest portion of the funds in the sector is inflowing from the Albanian emigrants
and is mainly directed in the housing industry in the big cities of Albania, Tirana, Durresi, Vlora
and Shkodra.

Following is a summary of general issues regarding the current situation in Albania Construction
Sector (Construction Materials, Building Construction, Heavy Construction and Special Trade
Contractors) identified in the Construction Sector Study conducted by IFC for the Balkan region
in 2000.

Strengths

* The land is endowed with a wealth of natural resources such as forestry, stone, gravel,
marble, clay, bitumen, and other construction material.

* High potential demand for infrastructure works, public buildings and housing.
* Low economic level justifying development with high rates of growth.
* The segment of unemployed, skilled construction workers that had left the labor market

might return. The amount workers are paid tends to be low.
* Assistance from international donors.

Weaknesses

* Most of the production facilities, construction equipment, transport facilities and building
machinery need replacement, requiring significant financial resources.

* All companies have a lack of working capital and come across difficulties in securing
financial support.

* Economic activity is insufficient to sustain the sector.
* The number of workers in some companies is above optimal level.

Opportunities

* In Albania reform reconstruction presents an excellent starting point for building
development.

* The housing demand is very high and already the housing market in the major urban
areas is moving very rapidly.

* Major infrastructure projects (highway corridors, ports) will continue to stimulate the
construction industry.

* Forward-looking companies are identifying projects, establishing strategic networks,
preparing pre-feasibility and feasibility plans and exercising creative imagination in the
development of financial packages.

* The industry will benefit from forming an association and a networking group with their
foreign counterparts.
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* In order to be able to compete in a global market, domestic producers should focus on
continuous improvements of their products, such as subscribing to ISO standards.

Threats

* The construction industry of Albania cannot penetrate any export market nor can the
economic activity in the country support expansion.

* The construction industry is grant driven and will face significant problems in the future.
* The domestic market is not large enough to absorb its total capacity.
* The poor situation of the infrastructure (road, railways) hinders the rapid development of

the construction industry

1.3. Objectives of the study

This study is a follow-up to the Construction Sector Study conducted by IFC for the Balkans
region in 2000. It has identified Business Enabling Environment (BEE) issues and construction
companies in Albania, but it is rather broad and does not give sufficient definition to identify
specific clients and intervention opportunities for SEED.

In doing a more detailed study focusing on the private sector companies, SEED identified
opportunities for its interventions and assistance to the sector. This study includes companies
which are: (1) Contractors and sub-Contractors and (2) Producers of construction material and
semi-finished construction products specific to building construction.

The objectives of this study are to identify:

* Companies eligible for possible Capacity Building intervention in terms of participation
in training regarding bidding on construction projects, as well as training focused on
Financial Management disciplines.

* Companies for Investment Services (IS) intervention by providing assistance in defining
business plans and opportunities for raising financing.

* Possibilities for Capacity Building and Business Enabling Environment intervention in
the construction sector through defining needs and requirements for business services,
advocacy, information providers and major issues in legal and administrative
environment.
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2. METHODOLOGY OF WORK

2.1. Team work

A Project Team, comprised of staff members of each SEED operating team, Financial
Management, Investment Services, Private Sector Development and Engineering and
Environment, was formed to conduct the Construction Program Development Study. Local
Consultants to the Construction Sector in Albania participated, as well.

2.2. Database sources and selection criteria

To create an initial list of companies, the following sources of information were used:

* Chambers of Commerce
* Builders' Association
* Regional Development Agencies
* Government Agencies working in the field of construction and infrastructure
* Information from Local Consultants who participated in this project
* Information from larger investors who fund construction projects and are knowledgeable

of building construction Contractors and Producers
* Other available sources of information provided by construction team members

Using the following criteria, 100 companies were selected in Albania.

* Building Contractors, Subcontractors and Building material producers
* Private companies
* Domestic companies / or majority domestically owned
* Companies with more than 5 employees

2.3. Contact methods

There were three forms of contact:
* introductory letter
* questionnaire
* site visits

2.3.1. Introductory letter

The first contact made by SEED was an introductory letter, explaining:

o Who SEED is?
o Why SEED contacted the company?
O What SEED's program is?
O What SEED can offer? - Short Term and Mid-term
o How the company can access SEED's services?
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In this letter, the companies were informed that a SEED representative would contact them with a
confidential questionnaire, the purpose of which was to gather general information about the
company and perception of the industry. It was explained that their providing SEED this
information would assist SEED in identifying technical assistance and other forms of support
SEED could provide that would enable the companies to operate more profitably.

2.3.2. Questionnaire

Several days later, questionnaires were sent to 100 companies. The questionnaire was structured
to provide insight into:

* the general profile of the company,
* its financial capacities,
* organizational structure,
* market position,
* its relations with customers and suppliers
* perception of its competitiveness,
* planned investments
* sources and structure of financing,
* specific training needs
* membership in business associations,
* use of subcontractors

Of the 100 companies to which the questionnaire was sent, 60 completed and returned it. In the
succeeding text, these companies will be labeled "the companies"; in the charts they will be
identified as "all".

Figure 2.01
Contacts versus Responds

120

100 U Contacted companies
80 * Respondent companies

60-
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2.3.3. Company visits

Based on the information provided in the questionnaires, the Project Team selected 15 companies
to be visited. They were distributed by main function as follows:

Type of Company Companies
Producers 3
Contractors 12
Total Company visits 15

Project Team members and Local Consultant from Tirana conducted the visits.

The structure of these visits was a meeting with the company's management team to gather
information on the following topics:

* Legal status
* Company's history
* Main business activities
* Human Recourses and organizational chart
* Facilities and equipment
* Historical financial statements
* Principal markets and market demand
* Customers and suppliers
* Competition
* Recent and planned investments
* Legal issues
* Environmental protection and safety issues
* Need for training and technical assistance

As a final product of these visits, the Local Consultant prepared a written Visit Report for each
company. These reports highlight potentials for intervention of each SEED operating team and
can be found in Appendix 3.



3. FINDINGS FROM THE QUESTIONAIRES AND COMPANY VISITS

3.1. Company profile

In addition to basic and general data about the company, the questionnaire asked about:
* Industry sub-sector in which the company operates
* Profitability
* Number of employees

3.1.a. Industry Sub-Sector

The purpose was to identify which companies are building construction companies and which are
building material producers. According to the findings, some of them operate in both sub-sectors
(see Figure 3.01).

Figure 3.01
Major Business Activities

(% of 60 responses)

ProducersMixed 20%
30%20

Contractors
50%

Of those indicated in Figure 3.01 as "Mixed", those companies that are primarily in building
construction will be included as "Contractors", while those that that are primarily producers of
building materials will be included as "Producers". Figure 3.02 shows the breakdown of the 60
companies by Contractors and Producers.

Companies that are Producers of construction material mostly produce gravel and concrete and
concrete elements, followed by marble tiles, stone, roof tiles, steel products.

Figure 3.02
Major Business Activities

(% of 60 responses)

Producers
30%

Contractors-
70%
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3.1.b. Profitability

Of 60 respondents, only one company did not give any information regarding profitability in
1999. Figure 3.03 shows the trend of profitability in the last three years.

Figure 3.03
Profitable Results (Yes/No)

(% of 59 responses)
101 %

1 00%
99% ~ U _, -== ,_ 
98%- - 7
97% _
96% -

All Producers Contractors
U 1999 98% 100% 98%
*2000 100% 100% 100%
02001 100% 100% 100%

3.1.c. Number of Employees

The number of employees is very diversified going from 5 to 180 (see Figure 3.05). Nearly half
of them have 10 to 50 employees. All Producers and 88% of Contractors have less than 50
employees. Due to the nature of their work, Contractors often employ seasonal workers (90% of
companies), while this is not as common among Producers (only half of them).

Figure 3.05
Number of Full-time Employees in 2001

60% - (% of 59 responses)

50% -
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The number of employees increased in the last three years in about one half of the companies.
The number of full-time employees for all companies in 2001 was 13% higher than in 1999.

Figure 3.06
Average Number of Employees

(% of 59 responses)
29
27

~,25
a 23 _a-- No. of enmployees

,~21

z 19 _
17

15 -

Year

3.2. Organizational structure

Most of the companies have developed the "Financial," "Administration" and "Production"
departments. "Marketing" and "Sales" departments are the least developed ones. With
Contractors "Designing" department is also developed and it is represented in 21% of the
companies - see Figure 3.07.

Figure 3.07
Organizational Structure

(% of 60 responses)
120% -

100% : .,

80% - _-_ -

60% - L-_ ------- _=

40% _ i-l -

20% IH _ ___

All Producers Contractors

Mfinancial 95% 100% 93%
* production 58% 100% 40%

O marketing 43% 28% 50%
Osales 42% 78% 26%

*admin. 68% 33% 83%
I!lother 17% 6% 21%
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3.3. Market

3.3.a. Market size and growth

Only 18% of the companies that responded gave an estimate of market size. Regarding their own
market share about 50% have given an estimation of their market, which is stated to be from
0.02% to 62%. The inconsistency of responses and unrealistic figures makes it impossible to
draw any conclusions.

As shown in Figures 3.08 and 3.09, there is some optimism regarding market growth. More than
half of the companies believe that the overall market is increasing and only 17% of the companies
have the opposite opinion.

Producers are more optimistic than Contractors since they mentioned that their market is
decreasing 6% in comparison with 21% of Contractors.

Figure 3.08
Perception of Market Growth

(% of 58 responses)

100%

50% - = -,

All Producers Contractors

E increasing 55% 61% 53%
* stable 28% 33% 25%
odecreasing 17% 6% 23%

Based on the perception of the market share trend in the Figure 3.09 it is indicated that 47% of the
companies think the market is stable and 40% express the opinion that their market is increasing.
Producers more than Contractors are pessimistic about their market share.

Figure 3.09
Perception of Market Share

(% of 57 responses)
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40% - =
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3.3.b. Market focus

The sales analyses indicated that all the companies are focused on domestic markets. Only three
Producers are selling their products in neighboring countries. Furthermore, the companies are
focused more on local or regional markets than on national markets.

All companies are present in the municipal and regional markets, and 68% are operating
throughout the country, as well. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 below illustrate the market situation.

Figure 3.10
Companies'Revenues by Geographic Market

(% of 60 responses)
100% -___

80% --

60% - r - - _ _
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All Producers Contractors
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Figure 3.11
Domestic Market

Scope of Market by Sales Distribution
(% of 60 responses)

100% _

75% -=

50% -

25% I
0%-

All Producers Contractors

Amunicipality 100% 100% 100%
A region 100% 100% 100%
_ country 68% 78% 64%
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3.3.c. Market sensitivity

Most of Producers and Contractors view their market as being price sensitive. (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12
Price Sensitivity

(% of 57 responses)
80%

60% - --

40% - _________________

20% -_ _ _ _ _

0% - = -
AJI Producers Contractors

Ehigh 19% 39% 10%

Emedium 61% 39% 72%

1low 19% 22% 18%

3.4. Customers and distribution

3.4.a. End-users

Figure 3.13 shows the shares of different end-users in the companies' total sales. "Individual
customers" are the most significant end-users on the construction sector, followed by "Other
companies" for Producers and "State institutions and organizations" for Contractors.

Figure 3.13
End-users by Revenue

(% of 57 responses)
50%

40% _ _ _ -
30% -' -- -- - -~

20% [ _ 

10% -------

0%- _ E
Ail Producers Contractors

Uindividual customers 42% 41% 42%

mothercompanies 24% 42% 16%

ohumanitarian org. 11% 10% 11%

ostate institution 21% 6% 28%

_ other clients 2% 1% 3%
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However, it is most likely that the group "Other companies" has a different meaning for
Producers than for Contractors. For Producers "Other companies" would include building
construction companies; for Contractors "Other companies" would include companies from other
industry sectors that are having buildings constructed.

3.4.b. Distribution Channels

Consistent with the profile of their customers and their function, there are differences between
the distribution channels of Producers and Contractors (Figure 3.14). While Producers mainly
distribute through "Wholesalers," Contractors sell "Directly to the end users".

Figure 3.14
Distribution Channels
(% of 57 responses)

100%-

80%

" nj - I -60% _ _ _ _ __,, _ _

40%- . , , [ , -

20% -

0% -E _ = -_
All Producers Contractors

Mwholesale 21% 49% 7%
* retail 11% 34% 1%
Down retail 3% 1% 4%
Osales agent 2% 1% 3%
_ directly to end user 63% 15% 85%

3.5. Suppliers

The predominant suppliers of the construction companies are local ones. Main raw materials such
as cement, bricks, bitumen concrete, sand and gravel are supplied totally by the local market.
Nevertheless, electric and hydraulic installation goods, aluminum and plastic doors and windows
are 100% supplied by foreign markets. The main foreign suppliers are from Italy and Greece.
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3.6. Competition

Some of the companies did not reveal their main competitors. This may indicate a lack of
awareness of the competition. Generally, only domestic companies - not international - are
recognized as competitors. Producers are more likely than Contractors to recognize foreign
companies as competitors.

The companies were asked to identify strengths from a list of ten options. On average, the
companies marked five options. Assuming these strengths were also competitive advantages,
"Product attribute" was the competitive advantage most frequently cited, and "Delivery" was the
least mentioned one (Figure 3.15).

Among Producers, the top three were "Product attributes," "Product mix," "Price" in descending
order. In the same order Contractors cited "Product attributes," "Personnel" and "Price."

Figure 3.15
Perceived Competitive Advantages

(% of 59 responses)
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3.7. Business linkages

3.7.a. Business Associations

Almost 70% of respondents belong to business associations, and most of them are members of
Chambers of Commerce. Most of Producers are members of the Chambers of Commerce and
Industry. Contractors have just established a Builders' Association of Albania. See Figure 3.17
for other associations listed.

Figure 3.16
Association Members

(% of 60 responses)

100% 1

75%-

I__ ,_ _ _ _ . _

AJI Producers Contractors

Figure 3.17
Membership in an Association

(% of 60 responses)
100% I

A Cham.of Corn.
Membership______ U Builders Assoc.

(% of60response)TDA

50% [B Ar~~~~~~~~~~~~lichitects Assoc.
- _________ E~~~~~~~0BID

215% - _

Those companies who are members of Chambers of Commerce, in general, are not satisfied with
the services provided. "Information" and "Advocacy" are the services that these companies
mostly receive from their associations.
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3.7.b. Sub-contracting

Subcontracting activities the companies mostly make use of are "Designing services," "Finance
and accounting" and "Labor law regulations." The option "Labor law regulations" was offered in
the meaning of external lawyer services used by the company. However, the main reason the
companies were citing it was as services received from the employment offices, regarding their
advantaging of Government incentive to stimulate new employment.

Among Producers most frequently used subcontracting activities are "Research and
development," "Marketing" and "Finance and accounting," while Contractors use mostly
"Designing," "Finance and accounting" and " Labor law regulations." See Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18
Subcontracting Activities

(% of 42 responses)
70% -

60% - M t R&D
_ marketing

50/0 ,_ Cdesigning

40% El security

30% - -r -* training
20% ~ i M E labour law reg.

20% _ _ r r_ _____ _ r = , = *fin. & accoun.

10% _ r

All Producers Contractors

As Figure 3.19 indicates the most frequently used sub-contractors are "Design companies,"
followed by "Faculties." Frequently mentioned are "Private consultants" and "Consulting
companies." "Government agencies" are least asked for advice.

Figure 3.19
Subcontractors

(% of 42 responses)
80% -

70% - _ I Ufaculties
60% - _ government agencies
50% - - -- - 0 private consultants
40% M design companies
30% -_ 1 | r, ir _ = - - consultants companies

20% -_ informal social occasion
10% _ = i i _

All Producers Contructors
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3.7.c. Legal obstacles

The companies perceive legal limitations in their business environment. The most significant
obstacles for the companies are taxes and fees as Figure 3.20 indicates.

Figure 3.20
Legal Obstacles

(% of 55 responses)
120% - .registration

100% - _license
_ S ~~~Ofees60%- ______ _ ___ _ taxes

60% - N exp./imp. reg.
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0% i_LI O 
All Producers Contractors

During the site visits the following additional obstacles were identified:
* Contractors are claiming on double implementation of the Value Added Tax (VAT) to

their companies during their dwelling construction.
* There might be a problem for the companies regarding the exploitation of the river stones

and sand if the Government changes the law on river environment protection.

3.7.d. Need for Services

The companies were asked to indicate their need for three types of services: Training, Consulting
and Information. Almost all companies indicated a need for at least six of these services.
"Investment plan development," "Marketing" and "Financial management" were fields of the
greatest interest. Other topics of high interest were "Information Technologies," "Management
information system" and EU quality standards." The least interest was shown for "Staffing Policy
(HR)" (Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.21
Need for Services
(% of 57 responses)

25% - _ a l __. *Marketing
20% - _ Ui c 3 o Organization

Al :j 0Production
- - -- Z M Invest plan develop.
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The demand for training ranked high. According to the answers received 96% of the companies
were interested in attending some training. Figure 3.22 indicates the most requested training
topics among the companies.

Figure 3.22
Interest for Specific Trainings

(% of 54 responses)
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3.8. Financial management

3.8.a. Payment Period

There is a significant difference between average payable and receivable days (see Figures 3.23
and 3.24).

It appears that most of the companies have no problem in complying with payment terms from
their suppliers. The companies, on average, pay more than 79% of suppliers within 30 days and
only 1% in a period longer than 90 days. However, they collect only 43% of their receivables
within 30 days, and 18% over 90 days.

Figure 3.23
Rates of Paying Payables

100% (% of 48 resonses)

50% - -~~~~~~~F

0% ____I,__
All Producers Contractors

*1< 30 days 79% 84% 77%
* 30-60 days 16% 13% 17%
060-90 days 4% 2% 5%
El> 90 days 1% 1% 1%
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Aging of accounts receivable from Contractors is impossible to analyze with so limited data due
to the nature of Contractors' billing, i.e. progress billings. Nevertheless, Producers and
Contractors appear to collect from customers at a slower pace than they pay suppliers.

Figure 3.24
Rates of Collecting Receivables

60% (% of 52 responses)

40% -- -! Li ! 1 *11 

40[- | r I-

20% - ZY1ZZZ r -

- --

All Producers Contractors

O < 30 days 43% 54% 38%
*30-60 days 24% 21% 25%
060-90 days 12% 6% 15%
O> 90 days 18% 19% 18%

3.8.b. Loans

Only 5 of the 60 companies have a medium-term loan; none of them has difficulty with
repayment. Producers have loans in average amount less than DM 200,000, while Contractors
have loans in average amount more than DM 500,000 (Figure 3.25).

Figure 3.25
Existing Loan Size
(% of 5 responses)

150%

100% -_____________
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3.9.Investments

87% of the companies have some plans for future investments. Of 52 companies which plan to
invest, 54 % of them would invest less than DM 200,000 and only 10% of the companies would
invest more than DM 1 Million. See Figure 3.26.

Figure 3.26
Planned Investment Value

(% of 52 responses)
80%
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The future investments of the companies were planned to be mostly for equipment, followed by
buildings and working capital. Producers intend to invest in equipment, while Contractors intend
to invest about equally in building and equipment. Figure 3.27 illustrates the planned future
investment of the companies.

Figure 3.27
Purpose of Planned Investment

(% of 49 responses)
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40%
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E Building 27% 6% 35%
E Equipment 41% 60% 33%
0 Land 5% 8% 4%
I Working capital 21% 25% 20%

_* Other 2% 0% 3%

Almost 70% of the companies will require a loan to finance their investment. The average
requested repayment period is 36 months, plus 6-12 months grace period. The companies are
expecting 8% interest rate, that is less than what is presently offered by the lenders.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1. General observations

Based on the information that is gathered through the questionnaires, the following general
observations could be drawn:

* All the companies are registered as limited liability enterprises in Albanian, being totally
100 % private owned.

* The companies are not Marketing driven, but rather Production oriented
o Lack of the marketing department for Producers and marketing is not a high

consideration for Contractors;
o The companies have weak knowledge and perception of its market position;
o The question on the exact competitors was often left blank, indicating the

companies' lack of awareness of the competition;

* The companies are focused mainly on the domestic markets, both municipal and country
wide.

* Those few companies that are present in the foreign markets mostly export to the
neighboring countries - Montenegro and Kosovo.

* The main customers of the construction companies are individual customers, other
companies and state organizations and institutions.

* The suppliers of construction sector are mostly local, although the suppliers for the big
infrastructure projects are mostly international.

* Sub-contracting is developed, especially for building construction companies, and the
most usual sub-contractors are design companies, for design and project services. For
Producers the main subcontracting activity is receiving specialized counseling for
different purposes of their business activity.

* Majority of the companies have significantly higher receivables than payables days that
may cause them cash problems. It is related with:

o Absence of any written credit policy for customers;
o Weak or not existing collection receivables system and poor usage of the banking

system in the regions;
o Pure credit terms from local suppliers and cash payments to foreign ones.

* All respondent companies are planning investments in the following period:
o Most of the investments are for equipment and machinery;
o Most of the companies need external financing for 100 % of the investments;
o 69% of the companies have asked for help in raising financing;
o The companies are mostly seeking a loan in an average amount lower than

200.000 DM.
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* Regard for business associations situation is mixed:
o Establishing Builders Association of Albania and architects association has

created optimism regarding their ability to represent the companies' interests;
o Those who are members of Chambers of Commerce in general are not satisfied;
o In most cases the only service that Chamber of Commerce provides to its

members is just information.

* Significant number of the companies stated that the current tax policy, particularly double
imposed VAT is an obstacle for their business activities

* Great interest for the training was expressed, especially those named as:
o "What do I need to know to win bids on international projects?"
o "What will a lender want to know about my company"?
O "Why will my company be more successful if I know more about Financial

Statements?"

Some of companies left blank certain fields, such as profitability indicators. This may indicate
their unwillingness to share that information or lack of knowledge about the issues such as main
competitors or market size.
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4.2. Opportunities for SEED intervention

According to the study objectives and findings from the questionnaires and LCs' reports on
visited companies, following possibilities have been found for eventual SEED's intervention:

* Investment Services

There are several companies in Albania that could be potential candidates for SEED's pre-
investment intervention (business plan and fund raising):

* "Edil AL-IT" shpk Tirana
* "Alban Tirana " shpk Tirana
* "KDK" shpk Tirana
* "Karl Gega" shpk Tirana/Shkodra
* "Arginert" shpk Tirana/Gjirokastra
* "PT Ndertim: shpk Durresi

Detailed reports on the companies can be found in Appendix 3.

* Financial Management

All contacted companies expressed their willingness to participate in training programs
specifically designed for the construction sector. The individual companies reports indicate
some areas of interest /trainings that are common for many of them:

o " What do I need to know to win bids on international construction projects?"-
Almost all companies expressed interest for this training.

More than 65 % of the companies expressed interest for the following training:

o " Why will my company be more successful ifI know more about Financial
Statements? ("Executive Management for Owners of SME 's '),

and more than 50% requested the training:

o " What will a lender want to know about my company?"

Great number of companies visited, also, expressed general interest in receiving training in the
areas:

o Investment plan development
o EUstandards
o Marketing
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* Private Sector Development:

Potential areas for intervention based on issues identified in business enabling environment
are related to the fostering of a stable economic system that should provide consistent rules
and regulations for the long-term. Some specific issues were cited:

o The companies that are avoiding paying taxes through double bookkeeping are
creating an environment of unfair competition.

o Non-stimulative government tax policy, reference prices on imported goods and
double implementation of the VAT create difficulties for construction companies.

o The unresolved problem of the exploitation of gravel from rivers makes a lot of
companies uncertain regarding their future investments.

o The companies are members of the Cities' Chamber of Commerce, Builders
Association of Albania, and Architects Association of Albania, but they are
mostly dissatisfied with the service they receive, especially from the Chambers of
Commerce.
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APENDIX: List of companies that completed questionnaires-Albania

Company Name Location Address Phone Fax Main Activity
I Karl GEGA Shkodra Rr. R. Collaku BI/Sh. 5 Ap 68 238815 238815 Infrastructure/building materials
2 Marina Durresi Lagjja 14, Shkozet 05223131 05223542 Building materials producer
3 Doko Elbasani Kombinati metalurgjik 05452499 05452499 Tile producer/ metallic constructions
4 Prroni Shkodra Rr. M. Kastiri, Zona Industriale 022 42871 Building material producer
5 Luani Shkodra Zona industriale 02240350 02240350 Building material producer
6 Lleshi Laci Gurore e qytetit 03820 24095 Building material producer
7 Dital Durresi Rr. Tregtare 108 05226876 05226876 Building material producer
8 Gruda Shkodra Zona industriale 02247337 Building material producer
9 Pema Shkodra Rr. Zef Jubani 36 022 44528 Building material producer
10 Drini A Shkodra Lagjja Bhcallek 022 40350 02240350 Building material producer
11 Argimat Shkodra Rr. S. Golemi, Lagjja A. Haxhia 03820 36613 Building material producer
12 Buna 2 Shkodra Rr. e Shirokes 022 45425 06921 08432 Building material producer
13 Ans Kol Shkodra Qafe Hardhi 03820 32893 022 41813 Building material producer
14 Gruda Konstruksion Shkodra Dobrac 03821 29435 0692167307 Building material producer
15 AGED Elbasan Poligoni prane lulishtes 0545 4107 0545 4107 Building material producer
16 Rrapi Gjirokastra Zona industriale 072 62499 Building material producer
17 Meci Gjirokastra Kordhice 07266128 03822 60466 Building material producer
18 Karoli Blok Elbasani Mengel-Krasta e madhe 03820 45772 0545 7010 Building material producer
19 PTNdertim Durresi Rr. A. Goga 100/5 03821 51517 03821 51672 Building construction/infrastructure
20 Koli Kavaja Golem 03820 26680 Building construction/infrastructure
21 KDK Tirana Rr. Q. Stafa 34 03820 36550 Building construction
22 2T Tirana Rr. Comuna e Parisit 123 038 20 43495 04 251953 Building construction
23 Fisniku Durresi Rr. Skenderbej 405 03820 43293 052 25153 Infrastructure/building construction
24 EMIRA Tirana Rr. A. Frasheri 6/1 ap 14 04 250859 03820 23171 Building construction
25 FRAXHE Tirana Rr. S. Frasheri B 5/7 04246668 03821 41295 Building construction
26 ARGINERT Tirana Rr. Gj. Kuqali 34/1 04 244734 04 257649 Building construction/infrastructure
27 GC Tirana R. M. Shyri 9/1 03820 33585 04 234248 Building construction
28 Alb Building Tirana Sheshi Skenderbej, Pallati i Kultures 03820 46818 04 251953 Building construction
29 Best Konstruksion Tirana Rr. A. Frasheri 7/1, Ap. 15 04 250621 052 27293 Building construction
30 SIAC Durresi Rr. A. Goga, Fabrika e Embelsirave 03820 20529 052 24107 Building construction/build. mat.



Company Name Location Address Phone Fax Main Activity
31 Uniprojekt Durresi Rr. A. Goga prane NPV 1 03822 47450 05223966 Building construction
32 Muxhiqi Durresi Lagjja nr. 18, ish NN 052 22531 052 22531 Building construction/build. mat.
33 Karanxha Durresi Rr. 30 Vjetori L 17 0522 2398 052 22398 Building construction
34 Hill Konstruksion Durresi Rr. Taulantia Kulla 17 kate 052 23599 052 23599 Building construction
35 Unicon Tirana Rr. R. Collaku 23/1 sh2, ap.19 03820 26084 04 253050 Building construction
36 MELD Tirana Rr. I. Qemali Nr. 29 04 225955 03822 04450 Building construction
37 Technoprojekt Tirana Rr. P. Bogdani Nr 36 04 241950 04 243615 Building construction
38 Albconsult Tirana Rr. A. Lenja 10 06921 22398 03820 33239 Building construction
39 ADC Tirana Rr. A. Frasheri 16/11 04 248943 04 248942 Designing

40 SDC Tirana Rr. V. Pasha 27/2 04 246741 04 246741 Building construction
41IBesta Berati Ura Vajgurore 038 2051748 038 2041091 Building construction

42 Shansinvest Tirana Fraka e Madhe 03820 31524 04 237397 Building construction
43 AGIPA Permeti Lagjja e Re 03822 82809 07523964 Building construction
44 SPNP Gj irokastra Varosh 07263884 07263813 Building construction
45 Glivani Gjirokastra Qafa e kalase 07262188 07262729 Building construction
46 Konstruksion Gjirokastra Lagjja 11 Janari 03822 71160 07263628 Building construction
47 IISHIP Tirana Rr. B. Curri 125, ap. 13 03821 28653 04 361784 Building construction
48 JOREA Gjirokastra Zona industriale 03822 04525 072 629662 Building construction

49 SPEED Tirana Rr. M. Duri 34 03821 31689 04 239338 Building construction
50 BESA Durresi Shkozet 03821 66197 052 25379 Building construction
51 NAOMI Durresi Romanat 06921 45429 052 24039 Building construction
52 EKD Gjirokastra Lagja 18 Shatori 072 66284 03820 51770 Building construction
53 ALFA Gjirikastra Qafa e Pazarit 03821 87612 03822 77516 Building construction
54 ALBA X Gjirokastra Zona industriale 03821 22395 0726 3544 Building construction
55 AES Tepelena Lagjja Nr. 2 03822 30443 074 26293 Building construction
56 DEA Permeti Lagja e re 075 22381 Building construction

57 STEOLB Elbasani Lagja B. Dardha 0545 8733 03823 19393 Building construction
58 MIX TEKNIK Tirana Sheshi Skenderbej 04 251953 03820 38403 Construc. management, supervision
59 Edil Al-It Tirana Rr. Desh. E 4 Shkurtit 36 04 228808 04 232452 Building construction/materials
60 Alban Tirana Tirana Rr. Vaso Pasha 18/1 04 248865 03820 20095 Building construction/materials
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